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17Complex Problem Solving (CPS) is an important cognitive skill that is currently included in a number of educa-
18tional large-scale assessments. However, only few studies elaborate empirically on the assessment of CPS and
19its construct validity. The present study aims at reducing this gap by targeting (1) the internal structure of CPS,
20(2) its relations to personality, and (3) its relations to fluid intelligence and academic achievement in a sample
21of 490 German students attending grades 8 to 13. Results indicated that (1) CPS was best described by a
222-dimensional model with knowledge acquisition and knowledge application as defining components, (2) rela-
23tions between CPS and personality were generally weak, and (3) CPS and fluid intelligence exhibited moderate
24correlations. Further, CPS incrementally predicted academic achievement beyond fluid intelligence. Overall,
25this study points to the relevance of CPS in predicting academic achievement and empirically advances
26knowledge of CPS in educational contexts.

27 © 2014 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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32 1. Introduction

33 Through history, problem solving has always been a critical part of
34 human existence: From cave dwellers solving the problem of how to
35 survive in times of drought all the way to social workers dealing with
36 the complex situations and problems resulting from drug abuse,
37 problem solving has been a major part of our everyday experience in a
38 variety of forms and fields (Jonassen, 2004). And yet, whereas the tre-
39 mendous importance of problem solving for human existence is undis-
40 puted, questions on how to describe problem solving and how to make
41 humans better problem solvers await further answers. To this end, sci-
42 entists have tackled the issue of problem solving from different angles.
43 Awidely acknowledged definition is found in Lovett (2002). She defines
44 problem solving as cognitive processing aimed at transforming a given
45 state into a goal state when no obvious method of solution is available.
46 Importantly, problem solving takes place in almost any context and
47 researchers from different fields have recurrently emphasized its signif-
48 icance. As a result, research on problem solving is no consistent field of
49 study and Sternberg (1995) distinguishes two major lines of research.
50 Whereas one line conducts research on domain-specific problem solv-
51 ing in different educational areas such as scientific, mathematical, or
52 technical problem solving, the other is concerned with general mental
53 processes associated with problem solving. Both lines of research

54show considerable overlap. For example delineating the process of
55problem solving into components of knowledge acquisition and knowl-
56edge application is found in the domain-specific and in the domain gen-
57eral approach toward problem solving (cf. Mayer & Wittrock, 2006;
58Novick & Bassok, 2005). That is, even though the two lines of research
59focus their attention on different aspects of problem solving due to
60their origins in the domain-specific and general cognitive fields, there
61are ongoing efforts to merge and comprehensively integrate insights
62gained in either of the two lines (e.g., Q2Hambrick, 2005; Scherer &
63Tiemann, 2013). Sternberg (1995) reminds us that particular the second
64line of researchhas been somewhat neglected in the past. Consequently,
65the knowledge on domain general aspects of problem solving is small
66compared to the knowledge that has been gathered on domain-
67specific problem solving. To this end, themain focus of the present arti-
68cle lies in the second line of research that investigates general mental
69processes involved in problem solving.
70This article is situatedwithin the line of inquiry that targets domain-
71general problem solving, a research line that is closely related to the
72field of Complex Problem Solving (CPS), which covers domain-general
73and intransparent problem situations within computer simulated envi-
74ronments (Funke, 2001). The study was aimed at providing answers to
75three questions with regard to CPS: (1) What are—conceptually and
76empirically—the defining components of CPS (i.e., dimensionality of
77CPS); (2) How is CPS related to personality (i.e., to the Big Five); and
78(3) How is CPS related to general cognitive ability and academic
79achievement (i.e., fluid intelligence and school grades). Answers to
80these questions are based on a sample of German high school students
81aged between 14 and 20 years.
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82 1.1. The concept of Complex Problem Solving

83 In the research line on general processes of problem solving identi-
84 fied by Sternberg (1995), a broad CPS construct is assumed, strongly fo-
85 cusing on strategic, representational, and processing aspects of problem
86 solving behavior in novel situations (Greiff, Holt, & Funke, 2013).
87 According to Funke (2001),mastering a characteristic complex problem
88 situation involves extracting relevant but at the outset hidden informa-
89 tion, establishing a representation of the problem, which is continuous-
90 ly updated, and applying procedural skills to control a dynamically
91 changing environment of interconnected variables. Buchner (1995) em-
92 phasizes the interactive nature of CPS in his definition. He understands
93 CPS as

94 The successful interaction with task environments that are dynamic
95 (i.e., change as a function of user's intervention and/or as a function
96 of time) and in which some, if not all, of the environment's regular-
97 ities can only be revealed by successful exploration and integration
98 of the information gained in that process (p. 14).
99

100 Raven (2000) and Funke (2010) conclude that CPS requires a num-
101 ber of complex cognitive operations largely independent of rote learn-
102 ing and factual knowledge. To this end, research on CPS acknowledges
103 that prior knowledge, previous experience, and the problem context
104 are important and potentially influencing factors, but neither necessary
105 nor sufficient for CPS (Funke, 2001). Consequently, general processes
106 taking place before a considerable amount of knowledge is gathered
107 and before problem solvers switch to more specialized strategies are
108 targeted. But is there empirical proof supporting the assumption of do-
109 main general skills and strategies involved in CPS? According to Novick,
110 Hurley, and Francis (1999), domain general processes in problem solv-
111 ing are important because abstract representation schemas are more
112 useful than specifically relevant example problems for understanding
113 the structure of novel problems. These general representations are not
114 contaminated by specific content (Holyoak, 1985). However, Klauer
115 (1989) reminds us that the majority of mental representations are
116 domain-specific and that it is a challenge yet unsolved to identify over-
117 arching and, thus, domain-general cognitive representations that are
118 relevant for an entire class of problem situations. To this end, Klauer,
119 Willmes, and Phye (2002) report mixed and somewhat inconclusive
120 empirical evidence with regard to transfer effects of an inductive
121 reasoning training to other domains of cognitive ability, whereas in a
122 problem solving context Chen and Klahr (1999) show that training
123 students in general strategies on how to conduct experiments that
124 allow for causal inferences leads to a substantial knowledge transfer
125 even when training and application context differ. Thus, there seem to
126 be general mental processes such as knowledge acquisition and knowl-
127 edge application involved when solving complex problems (Novick &
128 Bassok, 2005), but to which extent and how far they actually transfer
129 across a number of domains is yet an open question.

130 1.2. Components of Complex Problem Solving

131 Conceptually, knowledge acquisition and knowledge application are
132 defining components that are considered to be overarching processes in
133 CPS (Funke, 2001; Novick& Bassok, 2005), butmore detailed theoretical
134 conceptions assume additional factors describing narrow components
135 of problem solving. More specifically, Dörner (1986) and Funke
136 (2010) identify five characteristic features of complex problems each
137 of which corresponds to one narrow requirement a problem solver
138 has to meet: (1) complexity demanding reduction of information;
139 (2) intransparency demanding the systematic generation of informa-
140 tion; (3) interconnectedness demanding building a model of the
141 problem; (4) dynamics demanding forecasting and controlling future
142 developments; and (5) politely (i.e., goals may be contradictory and
143 cannot be reached simultaneously; Funke, 2010) demanding evaluation

144and setting priorities (Greiff, 2012). Whereas (1) to (3) can mainly be
145subsumed under the first component of knowledge acquisition,
146(4) and (5) mainly adhere to the second component, knowledge
147application (Fischer, Greiff, & Funke, 2012). Importantly, thefivenarrow
148requirements associated with a complex problem have never been di-
149rectly assessed in empirical research andCPSmeasures appear generally
150limited. The majority of CPS studies provide overall measures on both,
151knowledge acquisition and its application. If these two components
152are assessed separately, they are moderately related with correlations
153ranging from .50 to .75 (e.g., Kluge, 2008; Schweizer, Wüstenberg, &
154Greiff, 2013; Wüstenberg, Greiff, & Funke, 2012). For instance, in the
155CPS task Space Shuttle employed to a representative German sample
156within the Programme of International Student Assessment (PISA)
157survey 2000, Wirth and Klieme (2003) observe a manifest correlation
158of .60 between knowledge acquisition and knowledge application indi-
159cating that a correct problem representation usually but not necessarily
160leads to a correct solution and vice versa.
161Attempts to utilize more than these two overarching components
162are scarce, although some studies incorporate an evaluation free
163exploration phase. An exploration phase is considered evaluation free
164if no target values are presented and, thus, exploration takes placewith-
165out problem solvers simultaneously trying to reach given target values.
166If such a phase is implemented, problem solvers can explore the prob-
167lem situation freely without trying to simultaneously reach a goal
168state. In doing so, individual differences in exploration strategies and
169in the ways problem solvers generate information become visible,
170allowing participants to utilize their strategic skills under standardized
171conditions (Wüstenberg et al., 2012). Such an evaluation-free explora-
172tion phase exists but is not scored in Bühner, Kröner, and Ziegler
173(2008). Greiff, Wüstenberg, and Funke (2012), however, explicitly
174score the exploration phase, leading to three dimensions that are relat-
175ed to three out of five of the requirements mentioned above (please
176note: (1) information reduction and (5) evaluation are not included):
177(2) information generation and (3) model building as subcomponents
178of knowledge acquisition and (4) control as a subcomponent of knowl-
179edge application. Whereas (3) and (4) are moderately to strongly
180related (see above), evidence supporting the relation of (2) and (3) is
181less clear. Studies reporting empirically separable dimensions for
182(2) and (3) are based on data from homogenous samples (i.e., highly
183selected university students), the use of which may artificially create
184multidimensional factor solutions. Even further, Wüstenberg et al.
185(2012) fail to find a 3-dimensional model because (2) systematically
186generating information is immediately followed by and directly leads
187to (3) a correct model of the underlying problem structure rendering
188an additional score for exploration behavior dispensable.
189To this end, we anticipate finding two CPS components in our
190sample: (3) model building indicating the final level of knowledge ac-
191quisition and (4) control indicating the final level of knowledge applica-
192tion. The according 2-dimensional model is expected to show better fit
193than competing models.

194Hypothesis 1(a). An adequatemeasurementmodel of CPSwill be com-
195posed of two components, knowledge acquisition, indicated by model
196building, and knowledge application, indicated by control.

197Hypothesis 1(b). Themodel in Hypothesis 1(a) will provide a better fit
198than either a 3-dimensional model with an additional component for
199generating information or a 1-dimensional model with one general
200CPS component only.

2011.3. Issues of construct validity: Complex Problem Solving and personality

202CPS unfolds and develops over the lifespan, in particular during ad-
203olescence (Frischkorn, Greiff, & Wüstenberg, in press; Molnar, Greiff, &
204Csapo, 2013). This developmentmay not be independent of personality.
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